On the basis of previous deep Q-network (DQN) based energy management strategy (EMS), two aspects of efforts are explored to improve it for more efficient and stable training and performances in this paper. First, the architecture of original DQN is changed in order to learn separately from the value of current driving/vehicle states and advantages of EMSs under current states; a duplicated network is adopted for Q-value calculation. Second, prioritized replay is introduced for more efficient data utilization during training of DQN based EMS. Simulation results show that the convergence of improved DQN based EMS is faster and higher reward can be achieved compared with original DQN based EMS. Simulation on China typical urban driving cycle for the series hybrid electric vehicle indicates that the fuel economy performance of improved DQN (6.07L/100km) is 8.4% higher than DP based EMS, exceeding original DQN based EMS (6.24L/100km) by about 3%.
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Introduction
With the rapid development of machine learning algorithms and intelligent transportation system, it is potentially beneficial for energy management strategy (EMS) of hybrid electric vehicles (HEVs) to explore new optimal control methods capable of dealing with and learning from massive data. Among some recent researches concerning EMS based on machine learning and researches on artificial intelligence, reinforcement learning (RL) appears to be a promising method for complex control cases. Although the overall research on EMS based on RL, especially on deep RL, is still in its infancy, they can still be generally divided into three categories: 1) Q-value estimation method with discrete state and action spaces [1] , [2] , 2) Q-value estimation method with continuous state space and discrete action space [3] , 3) policy gradient based method with continuous state and action spaces [4] .
One of the most representative method in the first category is Q-learning based EMS, and it has achieved quite good performance in both simulation and HIL test [1] . However, Q-learning based EMS cannot solve the curse of dimensionality due to discretization [2] , which makes it not suitable for future expanded applications with more sensory inputs, such as EMS of HEVs in a connected vehicle environment. In [3] , a deep Qnetwork based EMS was proposed and avoiding discretization of state space by introducing a deep neural network (DNN), and this method outperformed Qlearning based EMS for a power split HEV. However, this DQN based EMS needed to be trained for hours and there were still quite obvious oscillations in its final training period. For the last category, it is more suitable for high dimensional state space and complicated controls, but because it is more complex than the first two categories in both algorithm and tuning of hyperparameters, its applications in EMS still need more research for now.
Therefore, in this paper, we aim to improve DQN based EMS for more efficient and stable training, and better performance. The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the powertrain model and original EMS; Section 3 elaborates two efforts on EMS improvement; the validity of proposed method is examined in Section 4; conclusion and future research focus are drawn in Section 5.
HEV Powertrain Model and EMS based
on original DQN learning algorithm
HEV powertrain model
The configuration and power flow of this series HEV are shown in Fig. 1 , within which there are two power sources: the battery pack with capacity of 25Ah and the engine-generator set (EGS). A control-oriented quasistatic fuel & electricity consumption model of this series HEV is constructed for both training and evaluation of proposed EMS. Given constrains of vehicle dynamics and power units' practical performances, the established model will take the driving demands as input, and then after the EMS is implemented at certain moment, output corresponding next states of the vehicle and its power units for observations, i.e., it provides as an environment for the application of the EMS. The HEV (curb weight: 3500kg) is impelled by two identical electric propulsion systems, one for the front axle and the other for the rear axle; meanwhile, the electric propulsion systems recovers braking energy based on motor efficiency as well. The peak power of the engine is 95kW (3600r/min) and 306Nm (1800r/min) for its peak torque. The Generator outputs rated power (41kW) at 2400r/min and peak power (93kW) at 4000r/min. The required driving force is simplified as longitudinal driving resistance as (1) . The models of the engine, generator, and motors are built on efficiency maps from bench tests.
where is required driving force; is inertial force; is rolling resistance;
is resistance due to road slope; is aerodynamic drag; is curb weight; is acceleration; is the acceleration of gravity; is rolling coefficient; represents velocity; is the road slope;
is the aerodynamic coefficient and is the fronted area, 3.9 m 2 . The battery model is established as an internal resistance model as (2) . 
EMS based on original DQN learning algorithm
The goal of EMS for this HEV is to control the power of engine for better fuel economy and a stable final SoC of the battery pack. Therefore, the power of the engine, SoC of the battery pack, velocity and acceleration are chosen to make up the state space: = { , , , } . To make better use of the engine efficient operation area, an efficient operation trajectory was defined for engine control in advance as the red line in Fig. 2 shows, then actions for control can be defined as power increasements of the engine: = {−5kW, −1kW, 0kW, 1kW, 5kW, 25kW, engine_off}.
Figure 2 Efficient operation trajectory and efficiency map of the engine
Original DQN learning algorithm based EMS learns the optimal strategy by learning the estimated optimal state-action value iteratively (represents for the expected accumulated rewards under a state when given an action) as (3) , where the ( , ) is learned and calculated by a single fully connected neural network parameterized by , namely DQN. Then, the calculated ( , ) will be fed into the network along with , , +1 to train the DQN by gradient descent or other methods. The immediate reward is defined as a factor balancing the fuel consumption rate and SoC deviation from target SoC value, and it is also clipped for stable training.
During training, experience replay is adopted for elimination of correlation among observation data, and mini-batches of observation data are sampled from replay memory randomly for training. Then, obtaining the trained DQN, DQN based EMS implements its control strategies by choosing the action with largest state-action value as (4).
EMS based on improved DQN learning algorithm with prioritized replay
As concluded in [3] , the original DQN learning algorithm based EMS of a HEV outperformed Q-learning based EMS and achieved nearly 90% level of fuel optimality than dynamic programming (DP) benchmark. Its training time, however, is about 2 hours, although it is much faster than Q-learning method; in addition, the mean reward still appears to be relatively noisy until the training is about to end. So, two aspects of improvements are introduced as follows.
Improvement in network architecture
In this section, two aspects of efforts are made. First, the single fully connected neural network in original method is replaced by a different fully connected network with dueling architecture as Fig. 3 shows, where the figures represent for the number of rectified linear units (ReLUs) in that layer. There are two streams in this dueling architecture, estimating state-value (scalar) and advantages for each action respectively. State-value, ( ), will learn the value related to diverse states, e.g. higher state-values due to better driving conditions or battery SoC, while the advantages for 7 actions, ( , ), will learn the extra values generated by each action when implemented under current states, e.g. more efficient EMS. Separating the value generated by the actions from the value of states on the network structure is beneficial to let the DQN distinguish between high reward (or low fuel consumption) due to the current better driving conditions or due to the better control strategy (EMS) currently implemented. In this way, the potential impact of control variables on efficient EMS can be learned more accurately. For more reasonable estimate of both ( ) and ( , ) during training, Qvalue is calculated by (5) for this EMS, instead of adding them directly [5] . Second, as the DQN parameters will keep updating during training, the EMS will change accordingly, then the max +1 ( +1 , +1 ) in (3) changes as well, hence leading to the change of target estimated optimal stateaction value. Finally, this may possibly result in the oscillations or divergence of the EMS [6] . Therefore, a target net of DQN is introduced as shown in Fig. 4 , which shares the same architecture and initial parameters as the original DNQ in Fig. 3 , referred as evaluation net here. The update formula of state-action value (3) can be adjusted as (6) , where max +1 ( +1 , +1 ) is generated by the target net.
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The update of evaluation net will not be influenced after ( , ) is calculated, but the target net will be updated smoothly to track the evaluation net at a rate of as (7). 
Prioritized replay
As stated in section 2.2, the mini-batches of observation data are sampled randomly from the replay memory for training in original DQN based EMS. Although random sampling weakens the data correlations, some task-relevant and important samples can be missed, and that they are sampled with the same possibility as less useful samples will slow down the training process. For example, when an EMS, whether it is generated by exploration or exploit, performs quite well and achieves higher rewards during training, however its observation data are not sampled for DQN update during experience replay for quite a while, resulting in insufficient data utilization. In [7] , prioritized experience replay is proposed to replay important observation data more frequently. Here, we introduce this method into the DQN based EMS. The temporal difference error (TD error) can be calculated by (8), where the ( , ) is obtained from (6) . Actually, the TD error will be calculated during the training of DQN, so no additional calculation is needed here. The absolute TD error of each data sample is selected to assess its importance.
Then, the probability of each sample being sampled is defined as (9), which indicates that the sampling probability ( ) is proportional to the sample priority .
where = |δ | + is the priority of i th sample, and is a little positive number to avoid zero sampling probability; the priority factor determines the degree of priority sampling, and when = 0 , it means no priority sampling is adopted. Also, we need to clip to guarantee the stability of sampling regardless of some extreme value.
In practice, a 'sum-tree' data structure is adopted to store these samples [7] , the pseudocode of sampling based on 'sum-tree' data structure is showed in Table 1 .
Table 1 Pseudocode of sampling in prioritized replay
Initial value of is the top node number in sum-tree; is a random number sampled from certain priority interval;
. _ ℎ and . ℎ _ ℎ are the left leaf node and right leaf node of the N th node respectively;
. _ ℎ . is the value of . _ ℎ .
1: def retrieve( , ):
return retrieve( . _ ℎ , ) 6: else:
However, updating the expected action value by batch gradient update correctly relies on the assumption that the distribution of samples within the minibatch is consistent with the sample distribution in the replay memory, but introducing prioritized replay will change this consistency relationship, and thus bring errors in action value estimation and strategy. To correct this kind of error, the sample priority can be multiplied by a factor, namely importance-sampling weight (IS weight). The IS weight for the i th sample is defined as (10). The overall training procedure of improved EMS can be summarized in Table 2 .
where N is the size of replay memory; (0 ≤ ≤ 1) is the IS weight factor, and when = 1 , non-uniform sampling probability ( ) can be fully compensated. In this paper, we increase for initial value 0.1 gradually to 1 until the end of training.
Simulation results and discussion

Learning ability comparison
The improved EMS (IEMS) is compared with original DQN based EMS (OEMS) on one China typical urban driving cycle (CTUDC) first. The initial SoC are set as target SoC when training. To eliminate the influence of random exploration on training, all relevant random sequences have been set to be consistent. Table 3 . Average mean rewards within last 20 update rounds are respectively -0.040 (IEMS) and -0.062 (OEMS), indicating the IEMS learns better.
The final SoC in Fig. 6 indicates this as well. At the beginning period, as both EMSs are initialized randomly, final SoC varies; with updating, the faster and stable the convergence is, the higher reward can be obtained. 
Test results of trained EMSs
The trained IEMS is compared with DP based EMS on one CTUDC. The SoC discretization degree in DP is 150 grids between 0.3 and 0.7, and cost in DP is the absolute value of immediate reward. Final mean rewards of IEMS and DP are -0.0403 and 0.0421 respectively, which are nearly the same. Therefore, for a well-trained DQN based EMS, its optimization ability can be comparable to DP with the same reward/cost.
On the other hand, fuel consumption comparison is shown in Table 4 . Though there are still gaps between OEMS and DP based EMS, but the fuel economy of IEMS is about 3% superior than that of that of OEMS, indicating that these improvements are beneficial for learning of efficient EMS for this series HEV. Fig. 8 indicate that the engine works at relatively efficient areas for two methods, but SoC of IEMS is generally closer to 0.5 than DP. Unlike DP where target terminal state is guaranteed by final state constrains, it is realized by guidance of reward function in IEMS. As the TD-errors caused by fuel consumption is noisier than that caused by SoC deviation, it is easier for IEMS to learn to get rewards by emphasizing more on tracing target SoC. This is the reason why IEMS achieved almost the same mean reward than DP, but still, there is a gap between the fuel economy performance of IEMS and DP based EMS.
Conclusion
In this paper, we are mainly concentrating on how to improve training efficiency and effectiveness of DQN learning algorithm based EMS for series HEVs. Two aspects of improvement are proven to be useful: 1) combination of dueling network architecture and target network, 2) prioritized experience replay. Learning process indicators shows IEMS learns better and faster than OEMS, and test results proves that IEMS achieves better fuel economy compared with OEMS, reaching about 91.6% energy-saving potential of DP based EMS.
However, both the fact that IEMS can achieve almost the same final mean rewards as DP based EMS, but there is still an 8.4% gap of fuel consumption between two methods, and the fact that SoC of IEMS is generally closer to 0.5 than DP based EMS, worth more study in the future, which may lead to more practical and stable performances of DQN based EMS.
